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Abstract
Quan%fying cell abundance through computer vision
approaches in an instance segmenta%on task can greatly
streamline cell-based assays and workﬂows for researchers
in the biological sciences. Instance segmenta%on of cells in
phase microscopy images, a rela%vely non-disrup%ve
method of imaging live cells, is thus an important and
high-demand task in computer vision. Recent work and the
genera%on of a large-scale labeled dataset have greatly
expedited progress on this task. However, given the highly
heterogenous and diverse array of cell types and growth
condi%ons, there s%ll exists a need for generalizable
models that can transfer and perform well on data from a
cell type or condi%on not encountered in the training
dataset. In this paper, I explore the usage of data
augmenta%ons to improve model performance on test
data drawn from previously unseen cell types. In my
experiments, I ﬁnd that improvement in the transfer task
following single data augmenta%on varies greatly
depending on the transforma%on applied and the tes%ng
cell type. Pooling together transforma%ons through
stacking or random selec%on can yield augmenta%on
strategies with much more generalizable improvements on
the transfer task across all or nearly unseen cell types.

Methods
Model is pre-trained on single cell type image dataset of
A172 cell line, ﬁne-tuned on an augmented version of
same dataset and then cross-evaluated on all other cell
types. Image dataset and pre-trained models are from [1]
Naïve image transforma0ons
Flipping, random crops, color jiCer, simple copy-paste,
random scaled copy-paste, lateral stretch
These simple transformaEons were then stacked and
applied sequenEally to images with a probability p or
one transformaEon was chosen at random and applied
to the image
FasterAutoAugment-based learned augmenta0on policy
Explore augmentaEon policies and assign learnable
weights to each transformaEon [2]. Compute loss against
diﬀerence in augmented image distribuEon and GT
image distribuEon and backpropagate through model.
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Results
AP50 segmenta-on scores: Naïve single augmenta-ons

AP50 segmenta-on scores: Combined augmenta-on policies

Conclusions
• Downstream improvement on the transfer learning task across
diﬀerent cell types varies when only a single transforma%on is
applied
• Combining transforma%ons can produce policies that more
consistently improve downstream performance
• Even rela%vely simple transforma%ons like ﬂipping that preserve the
rela%ve size/shape of cell instances are quite eﬀec%ve
• Certain test %me cell types are consistently improved by
augmenta%on – possibly due to modest diﬀerence in size distribu%on
which is countered by distor%on augmenta%ons
• Future work should explore which augmenta%ons are useful when
training on a mul%-cell-type dataset and evalua%ng on new cell types
• Another interes%ng point to inves%gate would be guided adapta%on
of FasterAutoAugment or learned policies for instance segmenta%on
task and speciﬁcally for the downstream transfer task
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